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PAINTER

PAINTERS TROUSERS WITH STRETCH
Smart, functional painter trousers with nail pockets that can withstand
heavy-duty use. Stylishly designed trousers, extremely hard-wearing
but still lightweight and ﬂexible. The material is lightweight ripstop and
has good tear resistance and an ability to withstand wear and tear. The
model has stretch panels in the crotch, on the knee and the calf for
maximum ﬂexibility. The top-loading kneepad pockets in CORDURA®
stretch fabric, with stretch material both inside and outside, provide a
more ergonomic ﬁt. The trousers have nail pockets and CORDURA®reinforced ﬁlling knife pocket, knife pocket, discrete reﬂective details
and an internal mesh phone pocket.

MAIN MATERIAL
60% cotton, 40% polyester, ripstop 250 g/m²

FUNCTIONALITY
Stretch panels in crotch, calf and knee pocket
Pre-bent knees

REINFORCEMENT
Cordura®-stretch reinforced kneepockets, CORDURA®-reinforced putty
knife pocket and nail pocket

DETAILS
Plastic zipper ﬂy
Side hammer loop
D-ring

POCKETS
Back pockets
Leg pocket with bellow, pen pocket and inside phone pocket in mesh,
Putty knife pocket with place for putty knife, knife, ruler pocket and
brush
Inset pockets with a zipper pocket
Kneepad pockets – top loaded with ﬂap and velcro closure. Stretch
material both inside and out for a better ergonomic ﬁt
Nail pockets

FINISH
Adjustable leg bottom with buttons

REFLEX
Reﬂective details
Size

c146, c148, c150, c152, c154, c156,
c44, c46, c48, c50, c52, c54, c56, c58,
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Colour

Read More
SKU: 10961330
Price: 959 kr
Categories: Painter, Trousers

c60, c62, c64, d100, d104, d108,
d112, d116, d120, d124, d84, d88,
d92, d96
white-dark-grey
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4-WAY-STRETCH PAINTER'S TROUSERS
These supple and comfortable painter's trousers with tapered legs oﬀer
ease of movement and are extremely soft. These trousers are
engineered to stand up to tough jobs without compromising comfort
and ﬁt. The material is a smooth 4-way-stretch fabric which is strong
and stretchable in all directions. The trousers have advanced details
and specially-designed pockets for brushes and putty and painting
knives, plus holster pockets. The knee pad pocket is reinforced with
CORDURA® stretch fabric on the outside and stretch fabric on the
inside for increased freedom of movement. Soft, stretch mesh fabric at
the back of the knee for good ventilation. Leg hem with reinforcement
at the back provides eﬀective protection against wear.

MAIN MATERIAL
92% polyamide, 8% elastane, double weave, 4-way stretch 230 g/m²

FUNCTIONALITY
4-way stretch

REINFORCEMENT
Cordura®-stretch reinforced kneepockets, Reinforced nail pockets,
putty knife pocket, back pockets and back on the leg bottom

DETAILS
Plastic zipper ﬂy
Two belt loops on the sides with a button for hammer loop, one belt
loop with D-ring on the front. Wide belt loop back
Metal buttons
Knife holder with button
D ring in waistline
Inner leg seam with 3-needle stitching
Removable ID pocket

POCKETS
Back pockets with bellow
Leg pocket with bellow and ﬂap, with velcro closure and inner telephone
pocket in mesh, Leg pocket with zipper
Inset pocket with hidden zipper pocket
Knee protection pockets
Nail pockets - extra wide ﬁtted with tool holders and additional tool
compartments and extra pockets with zip

FINISH
Leg bottom with reinforcement on back

REFLEX
Reﬂective detail on calf, Reﬂective detail on leg pocket
Size

Colour

c146, c148, c150, c152, c154, c156,
c44, c46, c48, c50, c52, c54, c56, c58,
c60, c62, c64, d100, d104, d108,
d112, d116, d120, d124, d88, d92,
d96
white-dark-grey
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Read More
SKU: 10791645
Price: 1 579 kr
Categories: Painter, Trousers
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4-WAY-STRETCH PAINTER'S TROUSERS
These supple and comfortable painter's trousers with tapered legs oﬀer
ease of movement and are extremely soft. These trousers are
engineered to stand up to tough jobs without compromising comfort
and ﬁt. The material is a smooth 4-way-stretch fabric which is strong
and stretchable in all directions. The trousers have advanced details
and specially-designed pockets for brushes and putty and painting
knives. The knee pad pocket is reinforced with CORDURA® stretch
fabric on the outside and stretch fabric on the inside for increased
freedom of movement. Soft, stretch mesh fabric at the back of the knee
for good ventilation. Leg hem with reinforcement at the back provides
eﬀective protection against wear.

MAIN MATERIAL
92% polyamide, 8% elastane, double weave, 4-way stretch 230 g/m²

FUNCTIONALITY
4-way stretch

REINFORCEMENT
Cordura®-stretch reinforced kneepockets

DETAILS
Plastic zipper ﬂy
Two belt loops on the sides with a button for hammer loop, one belt
loop with D-ring on the front. Wide belt loop back
Metal buttons
Knife holder with button
D ring in waistline
Inner leg seam with 3-needle stitching
Removable ID pocket

POCKETS
Back pockets with bellow
Leg pocket with bellow and ﬂap, with velcro closure and inner telephone
pocket in mesh, Leg pocket specially designed for putty knife and
brush, Leg pocket with zipper
Inset pockets with a zipper pocket
Knee protection pockets

FINISH
Leg bottom with reinforcement on back

REFLEX
Reﬂective detail on calf, Reﬂective detail on leg pocket
Size

Colour

Read More
SKU: 10891645
Price: 1 349 kr

c146, c148, c150, c152, c154, c156,
c46, c48, c50, c52, c54, c56, c58, c60,
c62, c64, d100, d104, d108, d112,
d116, d120, d124, d88, d92, d96
white-dark-grey
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Categories: Painter, Trousers
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PAINTERS TROUSERS WITH STRETCH
Smart functional painters trousers that withstand tough use. Stylishly
designed trousers, extremely hard-wearing but still lightweight and
ﬂexible. The material is lightweight ripstop with good tear resistance
and the ability to withstand wear and tear. The model has stretch
panels in the crotch, on the knee and the calf for maximum ﬂexibility.
The top-loading kneepad pockets in CORDURA® stretch fabric, with
stretch material both inside and outside, provide a more ergonomic ﬁt.
The trousers have a CORDURA®-reinforced ﬁlling knife pocket, knife
pocket, dis-crete reﬂective details and an internal mesh phone pocket.

MAIN MATERIAL
60% cotton, 40% polyester, ripstop 250 g/m²

FUNCTIONALITY
Stretch panels in crotch, calf and knee pocket
Pre-bent knees

REINFORCEMENT
Cordura®-stretch reinforced kneepockets, CORDURA®-reinforced putty
knife pocket

DETAILS
Plastic zipper ﬂy
Side hammer loop
D-ring

POCKETS
Back pockets
Leg pocket with bellow, pen pocket and inside phone pocket in mesh,
Putty knife pocket with place for putty knife, knife, ruler pocket and
brush
Inset pockets with a zipper pocket
Kneepad pockets – top loaded with ﬂap and velcro closure. Stretch
material both inside and out for a better ergonomic ﬁt

FINISH
Adjustable hem with button

REFLEX
Reﬂective details
Size

Colour

Read More
SKU: 10951330
Price: 769 kr
Categories: Painter, Trousers

c146, c148, c150, c152, c154, c156,
c44, c46, c48, c50, c52, c54, c56, c58,
c60, c62, c64, d100, d104, d108,
d112, d116, d120, d124, d84, d88,
d92, d96
white-dark-grey
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PAINTER TROUSER WITH STRETCH
Modern and comfortable painter trousers with tool pockets, outside
knee pockets and stretch zones on crotch, knee, seat and calf areas for
increased ﬂexibility and comfort. The fabric has excellent absorption
properties thanks to the high percentage of cotton. The trousers feature
many functional pockets and a specially-designed, reinforced paint tool
pocket. The paint tool pocket and nail pockets are reinforced with
CORDURA® fabric and the knees with stretch CORDURA® for enhanced
comfort.

MAIN MATERIAL
100% cotton, twill, 240gm²

FUNCTIONALITY
Stretch panel in the crotch, back, knee and calf
Pre-bent knees

REINFORCEMENT
CORDURA® reinforcement on nail pockets, ruler pocket and knees

DETAILS
Plastic zipper ﬂy
D ring in waistline

POCKETS
Back pockets
Leg pocket specially designed for putty knife and brush, Leg pockets
with bellow, zipper, pen pocket and knife pocket
Inset pockets
Knee protection pockets
Nail pockets - with tool holders adapted for painting tools
Inner telephone pocket
Size

Colour

Read More
SKU: 19101000
Price: 1 099 kr
Categories: Painter, Trousers

c146, c148, c150, c152, c154, c156,
c44, c46, c48, c50, c52, c54, c56, c58,
c60, c62, c64, d100, d104, d108,
d112, d116, d120, d124, d84, d88,
d92, d96
white-black
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